AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
ENHANCING UPTIME. INCREASING PRODUCTION. EXPANDING OPTIONS.
The AC range of pumps are compact and electrically operated, multi-line units available in three versions with three reservoir sizes. These highly effective pumps are designed to deliver precise lubrication to improve reliability and reduce maintenance in a wide variety of vehicles and applications.

**Many Features:**
- Highly customizable
- Available as a kit or individual components
- Easy-to-install, maintain and repair
- Can use oil or grease
- Serves 1 to 60 lubrication points
- Versatile control – multi-position timer with memory

**Widely Used in:**
- Dump trucks
- Fork lifts
- Buses
- Other commercial vehicles
- Heavy and light-duty agricultural applications

You’ll Find That Automatic Lubrication Systems are:
- **Productive** – Continuous and complete lubrication helps increase uptime
- **Effective** – Designed to accurately distribute lubricant while machine is in use
- **Efficient** – Controlled application reduces wasted lubricant
- **Safe** – Technicians avoid the potential dangers of manual lubrication
- **Complete** – Designed to lubricate all components, even in difficult-to-reach areas

Interlube products have been helping businesses increase equipment uptime and performance since 1922. Customers quickly learn that these specialized lubrication systems can increase efficiency, extend component life, and boost profits. Interlube products are modular, easy-to-install and operate nearly maintenance free. Our lubrication engineers apply extensive knowledge, specialized data and experience to meet customers’ needs. We offer custom-designed and engineered lubrication solutions that perform even in harsh environments.

Interlube joined The Timken Company’s portfolio of producers in 2012, bringing lubrication expertise as part of the global enterprises’ strategy to expand into spaces adjacent to its core bearing products.
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The HDI (Heavy Duty Industrial) range of pumps are electrically operated, centralized lubrication systems designed for use in the most demanding applications and environments - from road vehicles to static and fixed plant installations.

**Special Features:**
- Highly customizable
- Available as a kit or individual components
- Easy to install, maintain and repair
- Can use oil or grease
- Fully and easily programmable
- Five reservoir sizes
- Up to three pumping units
- Can dispense variable lubrication to different points

**Found In:**
- Earth moving equipment: excavators, scrapers, earth movers
- Large agricultural machines
- Industrial equipment used in the mining, steel and aggregate industries
- Food and beverage machinery
- Wind and energy

---

The Rotalube* chain lubrication system is a unique method of accurately and efficiently applying oil onto a chain while it is in production which can reduce lubricant consumption. Rotalube is a controlled applicator that can withstand excessive wear and can maintain accurate lubrication regardless of the condition of the chain. Rotalube helps improve the performance of chain systems particularly in the food, automotive, steel, cement and fiberglass industries.

**Worth Noting:**
- Highly customizable
- Available as a kit or individual components
- Easy to install, maintain and repair
- Helps extend chain life
- Helps reduce maintenance costs
- For chain sizes from 1/2” to 8”

**Used With:**
- Oven Chains
- Large Chains
- Specialist Chains
• Other pumps for specialized applications including XGS, GX, AX & KP are available.
• Lubrication accessories
• Gear Pumps
• Piston Pumps
• Oil Drip Feed Lubricators
• Centralized Lubrication Systems
• Positive and Dynamic Displacement Units
• Radial Grease Systems

• Tecreel range of self-retracting hydraulic hose reels
• Divider valves
• Filtakleen oil filters
• Fuelklenze fuel filters
• FG3 high performance fluid grease
• RS oil replenishment system
• Grease guns
• Dry film applicators for slat lubrication systems